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PREFACE

”O families families...

At the beginning of 2020, the board of Stichting

your orphans, your orphans,

Islamitiche Zorg (SIZ ) took the decision to

Families families...

expand to a new centralized location. This

your poor people, your poor people,

facility provided sufficient space for housing,

Families families...

youth care and daytime activities. Increased

Your neighbours, your neighbours“

capacity meant teenagers and younger
children could be separated from each other

‘The best of houses is the house where an

into two distinct age categories, in

orphan enjoys both love and kindness’

corresponding separate locales..

- saying attributed to Prophet Mohammad

Taking advantage of the available lower tariffs of
Late in 2002, Mevr. Hanke O, and Mevr.. Aletta

agricultural land, the advantages of more space

Rozeboom committed to creating the first

are clear. The decision to purchase a new

multi-cultural Dutch orphanage, or children’s

expanded care facility, based in Farm property,

care establishment, founded on Islamic

would offer new expanded, and better

humanitarian and teaching principles. Aiming

possibilities for those within its remit. An add-on

to make a difference to the lives of children of

benefit is also the ability to facilitate hiring

multicultural heritage, disenfranchised through

opportunities for healthcare companies within

parental death or absence, their innovative idea

the onward care chain already actively

is to develop and offer care possibilities in

participating in this sector.

North Holland, sited within a Farm.

This document will cover the intended
Bringing together a network of healthcare

expansion of facilities, including the plans for

professionals and social workers with existing

realising the creation of this aspirational newly

expertise in working in multi-cultural settings,

conceived way of providing a care

the current SIZ organisation has grown

establishment..

organically, developing into its current form.

Also included is an outline of the plan for the
Embracing the initial founding ethos, the

renewed course and organizational structure,

realisation of an independent orphanage,

necessary as part of this developing care

situated within a Farm in the North of Holland,

foundation strategy.

is firmly in sight.

Finally, an overview of regular and intended
activities will be described with and explanation
of how the organisation intends to realize these.
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In this concise business plan a brief overview of

The upcoming chapters will present SIZ as a non-

the building blocks that ensure that in this

profit organisation, demonstrating how:

dynamic time, culture-sensitive understanding

- it provides care for Dutch communities,

and tailor-made guidance will be offered to

- it assists and supports orphans and their families

vulnerable bi-cultural, and multicultural families.

- it provides and supports foster care throughout
the Netherlands.

The quality of care within the facilities, and the
services provided by SIZ are intended to be

This document provides an outline perspective on

transparent and scrutable..

how the SIZ foundation operates, ensuring the
structures and maintenance of a thoroughly

This overview is subdivided into three parts:

thought through, integral intercultural care
mandate.

Firstly, a clear description of the organization,
profiling the inherent structure and vision.

Sabri Riahi
Interim Advisor

Secondly, the intended methodology and
approaches to be used, and how these may be
implemented for the target groups within the
sector.

Finally, in terms of activities and finances, both
current and future aims and objectives are
mapped out.
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BACKGROUND

Orphans in Holland

Very sadly, one in five children lose one, or both
parents before reaching the age of six years old.

In a report drawn up by the Central Bureau of
Statistics in 2013 statistically it was claimed that

Approximately 12% of children have an Islamic

each year, more than six thousand children living in

background and cannot be offered appropriate

the Netherlands loses one, or both parents.

foster care which caters to their Islamic faith.

At the end of 2011 there were thirty-four thousand

Holland currently has no Islamic orphanage, or

children who had lost one of their parents; of which

children’s care establishment, and compounding

there were 330 children for whom both parents

this situation, there is a shortage in Islamic foster

were deceased.

parents.

Losing a mother, it could be argued, is more
catastrophic for children as more often as a result
of this, children would then go on to live in a
stepfamily, foster family, or to live independently,
than after the loss of their father.

Between 1995-2011, an average of 6.4 thousand
children lost one, or both parents per year. Half of
those in the 12-18 years age range lost one, or both
parents during puberty. For two out of three of
these, this is through their father’s death.

In 2011, statistic show that 78% of children whose
fathers had died, continued living with their newly
bereaved single mother, and 18% with their mother
and her new partner.

Conversely, if their mother died, 64% of newly
bereaved children continued living with their single
father, and 22% with their father and his new
partner. Fourteen percent of children whose
mothers died were taken into the care of a foster
family or lived independently.
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Poverty, social isolation and refugee problems

Various changing demographic developments such
as the arrival of refugees, increases in conversion to

Coping with issues such as poverty and social

Islam, and growth of migrant populations have all

isolation during the arrival of new -relatively large-

exerted major impacts on the growing care needs

refugee groups, and in times of strict COVID-19

of our target group; including vulnerable families,

regulations, has been challenging during these last

youth and the elderly, all of whom the SIZ

two years. Significant demographic changes need

Foundation supported in recent years .

to be taken into account with respect to current
intercultural social-wellness strategies, and within

The emergency pandemic measures implemented

the healthcare system as a whole in the

by the government affected the majority of these

Netherlands.

people. There was significant impact on their vital

For many families within the network and scope of

needs, development and growth towards their own

SIZ, income and resources are so inadequate as to

self-reliance and agency. Simultaneously there has

prevent them from attaining a standard of living

been less community help, as often many are less

considered acceptable in the society in which they

able to donate in times of crisis, despite their

live. Because of their poverty they may experience

onward solidarity. In such difficult times, insecurity

multiple disadvantages through unemployment,

in volunteering results in a situation where many

low income, poor housing, inadequate health care

children (and parents) are left struggling daily to

and barriers to lifelong learning, culture, sport and

stay on track increasingly unsupported.

recreation. Often they are excluded and
marginalised from participating in activities

Within the current Dutch care landscape, Islamic

(economic, social and cultural) that are considered

care remains insufficiently present, and often not

the norm for other people. Their access to

fully understood. Current care provision is

fundamental rights may also be limited.

not sufficiently equipped to accommodate people
from other backgrounds access adequate and

Measures around Covid-19 have had enormous

suitable support.

impact on those in need of care, at the same time
as those who provide care.

For families living below the poverty line, and single
parent families with children, food banks are

The future requires large-scale sector-wide reforms

inaccessible located at some distance. In addition

in care and welfare organizations, so as to focus

there are additional unacknowledged problems,

more on results, community involvement, and to

such as older relatives with increasing frailty, who

look more at what people can accomplish on their

when also involved within transitional situations,

own or with help from others within their

evolving from divorce, homelessness or lack of vital

environment.

needs, are also affected..
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Where limited apartment space is present, as is
normal in city living, tensions build within these
restricted spaces. Impact on the well being of young
people, who with excess energy can live closely with
various extended family members, maybe suffering
from depression, or in an unequal power dynamic; it
can be that many young people feel unable to
properly voice their anguish, and their own
difficulties.

Many refugees in our network live below the
poverty line, still suffering from war
traumas/ptsd/depression etc.

Language difficulties increase their isolation and
alienation, also contributing to misunderstandings
with government agencies, health professionals.
Elderly within the community have difficulty in
shopping for food, and are in acute social isolation.

Another under acknowledged difficulty is that
access to meat or fish that is ritually slaughtered is
not included in the food packages offered through
Food Banks. This may appear a minor blemish, but
this added difficulty impacts over time the nutrition
of those whom we work with, so therefore over time
their quality and well-being in their lives.
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ORGANISATIONAL PROFILE
Foundation Islamic Care Netherlands, Chamber of

The organization's focus is on bi-cultural, or

Commerce: 859992706

multicultural families; including single parents with
many children, families with mentally challenged

The mandate of SIZ is twofold;

children, refugees and vulnerable households due
to reasons such as: migration, poverty, shortage of

Firstly, establishing and overseeing intercultural

vital foodstuffs, low economic status, loneliness,

care establishments (by appropriation and/or

depression, and domestic violence.

(sub)letting of registered property and obtaining
assets for the care institution (Registered with the

The current SIZ locations consist of our Head Office

Chamber of Commerce: SBI code: 68203 - Rental of

at Zernikepark 1 in Groningen, a subsidiary office

other accommodation and SI31 code: 6810 - Own

located at Nijeveense Bovenboer 11 in Nijeveen, and

real estate trading. Ownership and rental of

an Advice Centre, at Plutolaan 329 in Groningen.

registered property.)

The Groningen Advice Centre possesses facilities
suitable for group counselling of up to 12 clients;

Secondly, through providing overarching care

meetings to a of maximum 120 people.

(Professional) (ambulant) aid, help and support to
orphans, teenagers, young people, children,

Furthermore SIZ also operates Food Banks located

vulnerable families and households, the elderly,

in Drachten and Hoogezand, Groningen.

people with disabilities and refugees, including
facilitating overnight stays and accommodation.
(Registered with the Chamber of Commerce
corresponding SBI codes 88991 and 87901)
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MISSION

Our purpose is to be able to extend a welcome to

The place we intend to build is a space created

young people, providing a place where they feel

where knowledge exchange between different

welcome and secure, offering appropriate

nationalities; a place where solidarity, citizenship

guidance, in a natural environment, to help them

and pedagogical principles are explored and

back to the fitrah, which in Islamic principle, is a

modelled.

return to natural predisposition.

“It takes a village to raise a child. It takes our local
With the power of the ummah we can achieve: Guiding orphans

community to support all”

towards a better future, and guide them with love and they
support. Hand in hand creating a future for our children

SIZ aims to offer vulnerable young people within a
calm and pleasant environment, a place where

Embracing this thought, any child or young person
perceives they do not stand alone, and instead feel
nurtured in this supportive environment.

involvement is the norm. Feeling safe, heard and
respected, in a place where vitality and health are
paramount. Providing distance, to them from
outside pressures or stress demonstrates an
understanding and respect for a young person's
value, background and potential.
Perspective, a different frame of reference, a time to
reflect, generates a time of rebuilding. In this place
we prepare food catering to individual needs, taking
ethical accountability of our target group (halal,

Believing in the power of a strong (parenting)
network, we enter into dialogue, helping one
another. Meetings take place between parents as
their children play together, or while participating
in various social initiatives in the city. Through
creating a pedagogical climate with a naturally
included participatory connectedness, mutual
learning, and respect of differences are central to
our core values .

vegan, vegetarian). These details demonstrate our
consideration of who they are, their place in the
world..
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CARE CHAIN FLOW

CHILD / ORPHAN

OBSERVATION

VOLUNTARY AID

environment

parents
family
school

intervention

by risk factors

police
neighbors
aid workers

SANCTIONARY AID

GP
child consultation
day-care

CHILD PROTECTION COUNCIL

RISK ANALYSIS

JUVENILE JUDGE

are there behavioural or
developmental
problems?
are parenting capacities
and developmental needs
in balance?

www.fyousion.nl

UNDER
CONTROL
child stays
at home

OUT OF HOME
PLACEMENT
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UNDER
CONTROL
child stays
at home

OUT OF HOME
PLACEMENT

is the problem serious?
is there a foster family available in the
family or network that is pedagogically
qualified?

FAMILY
GUARDIAN

(THERAPEUTIC)

FOSTER FAMILY
OR HOME

The Islamic Care Foundation (SIZ) is committed to
optimal guidance of both child and parents/guardian
during a trajectory in youth care. In addition to our
shelter and orphanage, our remit includes offering
referrals and guidance to Islamic foster families. We
are committed to providing and increasing necessary

Can parenting
capacities and
developmental
needs be balanced?

The child can be
placed using a short
or long
term placement
in a home, network
family or database
family

qualifications to those involved, including our valued
team of volunteers.

SIZ is committed to increasing the number of
accredited families and network families (by Dutch
youth-care authorities) who can safeguard Islamic
principles in a parenting situation. Where possible
children remain within the family or own network if
possible. If residential, out-of-home placement is

RESIDENTIAL
INSTITUTION
Depending on the
severity, the child
can be short- or
long-term placed

required, a child can be placed in an environment in
which Islamic norms and values are observed.

www.fyousion.nl
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REACH AND SCOPE

INFLUX PER FORM

UNINDICATED
TRAJECTORIES

CRISIS RELIEF
24-HOUR CARE

Avg. 20-30 per month

Avg. 2-3 per month

Total 1500+ cases

Total 150+ cases
categories 18+
referrals

WEEKEND / STAYING
RELIEF

current referrals 5 per
month
Total 200+ cases
currently average monthly
added to waiting list: 6+ cases

KNOWLEDGE SHARING PER FORM

.

. .

.
.

.
.
currently 15 students

3-4 workshops per

follow the practical

week

learning path in
Islamic Care

Total: 300 external
workshops focused
on Islamic Care

.

.
.

.

MILESTONES-TIMELINE

2014 - Conceptual Legacy Transfer
2015 - 2018

In addition, from 2020 onwards

- Establishment of informal network Ummah-Care

Phase 1 development and go-live child phone

(Opening location Plutolaan)

application

with the following structural activities:

Start project Ummah Care Corona Care

- renting and subletting of registered property

The Corona Care project started immediately with

- solidarity dinners,

effect from the emergency measures in March,

- poverty Food Bank

offering additional provision for basic necessities,

- walk-in coffee for the elderly,

much-needed practical guidance and support to

- development of intercultural orphanage facilities

vulnerable youth, young people, parents and the

- practical help activities for the elderly and

elderly. With this project 300 vulnerable

vulnerable families,

households were reached, supervised and
provided with food care packages and guidance.

In addition; from 2019 onwards
- distribution children's gift boxes,

In addition; from 2021 onwards

- research on youth care

Opening location Zernikepark 1 Groningen

- social consultation for young people and

Food bank locations set up in Drachten and

migrants

Hoogezand

- notarial act brought into being, with

Ramadan children activity program (Slagharen)

corresponding financial supervision of donations,
other independent money flows
- Workshops and training for women donors

-

ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE

Board
Eelke Badawi Voogd - treasurer
A.N. Rozeboom - chairman
S. Westerdaal - secretary

Legal affairs: Stefan Kuipers

Governance Code / Corporate Social Responsibility
SIZ adheres to the guidelines of the Healthcare Governance Code 2017.
Because SIZ is at the heart of society, we have a position that can improve it. We do this on a social,
ecological and economic level (People, Planet and Profit).

SIZ translates this into a sustainable purchasing and transport policy and into a healthy working
climate for its employees, with a focus on its core values in dealing with people and through low
energy consumption with good insulation and energy-efficient equipment.
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TEAM

Our experienced team is made up of people with a
background in working with our target group. Selfreliant they are focused on achieving best results for
the benefit of SIZ's overall mandate.
.
With a core team, including communication
employees, interns with a refugee
background/expertise, we believe that everyone who
needs help should be offered a helping hand. Meetings
are held daily, through online tools Trello, Microsoft
Teams, Google Drive and other specific software. Tasks,
alerts, referrals and evaluations are easily maintained.

Councils for the elderly and for youth workers have
been established. Youth representatives and young
people under the age of 18, and students/young
professionals all participate.

CARE coaches with at least 2 years of work experience
in social services, specialised in problems of young
people with mild mental disorders work with SIZ.

Our supervisors are trained and implement lean
coordination interventions, this parallel to their
sensitivity for signalling problems. Being able to set
boundaries, offering clarity to
the target group, organising daily routines for each
client, they are experienced in dealing with healthy
group dynamics, establishing and maintaining safe
group practices.

CURRENT FACILITIES

Zernikepark 1
Groningen

Plutolaan 329

CORE VALUES

We want children to feel that they matter. Children

We believe that respect for each other, involvement

form our future. These following: principles are

and support contribute to human health and well-

crucial:

being and clarity, tranquility, So children can grow
up in an environment where they can optimally

1. Giving children insight into future opportunities.

expand their network, explore and develop.

2. Keeping children connected to their roots, nature
and the purpose of their being.

Kindness, peacefulness, cleanliness and regularity

3. Implementing remembrance, acknowledgement

are basis and contribute to the development of

and grace. We want children to develop grace

vitality and living skills. We base our pedagogical

towards their enjoyments in life, feel and know their

approach on standards of support, stimulation and

identity, freeing themselves from fears; confirming

morality by storytelling and reward systems so the

a life which provides them with opportunities to live

children become

their dreams, creating a better community.

1. normative formed, righteousness
2. become aware of their own perspective on

Together we want to take care of our local society.

situations,

With core values, we explore, expand and develop -

3. are more aware on impact on others,

interaction, diversity and sensitivity deployed in a

4. reflect,

proactive and safe atmosphere. Rewarding

5. develop holistic self esteem in making progress ,

exemplary role model behaviour, we strive to act on

6. implement role model behaviour

universal pedagogical core principles,
demonstrating thorough and effective working

We strive to achieve, and acknowledge milestones,

methods in all of our care services.

celebrating success in personal and social
endeavours.

Within our work is room for input, negotiation and
questioning.

Using soft skill dialogue structures and techniques,
mutual exchange is encouraged. From simple
questions to sharing experiences, ease and practice
in communication can identify more serious
problems.

TARGET GROUP
Research from our work experience tells us children

We are professionally ready to provide therapeutic

have a number of qualities that show the world that

guidance and care when extra support is needed.

they are peaceful, happy and balanced. We also call

For short or longer periods of time.

this 'Awliya', loosely translated you are 'your own best
friend and protector'.

We welcome children and young people:
who are orphans (al yatim)

1. Their eyes easily fill with tears.

who need foster care.

2. They don't worry about their daily supply.

that are difficult to place.

3. They share the food they have with others.

have special care needs.

4. They are grateful for the smallest rewards and

who want to talk about their difficulties and

favours.

problems (with and without parents).

5. They are forgiving, hold no grudges, and quickly

looking for a place to stay.

make up for a misunderstanding.

who threaten to slip into youth care.

If for whatever reason during their childhood their

If children come to live with us (temporarily) or are

intrinsic qualities are disturbed, which they normally

supervised by us, we offer help in various ways. View

would show the world so easily and openly, they can

and plan guidance daily tasks together. Guidance in

become damaged piece by piece.

living and accommodation. Schooling and school
choices. Therapeutic riding lessons. Organic

If children are raised in an environment in which they

gardening and animal care.

can develop and grow up healthily, they hold onto the
best chance of becoming who they already are.

Involved and engaged children in interesting and
stimulating activities are enabled to (again slowly)

Very often when our target group needs help, they

participate in society in a way that feels safe and

cannot find it, or are too scared. Because they do not

familiar.

find help easy to access, very often they arrive when
their situation has escalated into a CRISIS.

Through developing skills and discover new talents
their confidence increases.

Our target group does not walk the most well trodden
path.

Information, training and coaching of
parents/carers in (Islamic) upbringing and

What is not very well known is that each family MAY
always state their own wishes as to how they wish to
be treated - in this way, our service could reach very
many more people in need, who want to be handled
following a path more suitable to their wishes.

traditions is also supported.

CASE STUDIES

Converted sister 2 children. A simple medical procedure. -> slips in a coma--> juvenile care wants to step
in. (Needs to) and put the children in foster care. We talked with all the involved parties and with legal
experts, and helped the children to stay with their families and (safe) surrounding.

Father diagnosed with post traumatic stress disorder (PTSD)
A lot of health issues in the family. Don't understand all the rules and explanation from the doctors.
Conclusions are printed in the mind of the caretakers. Incapable of parenting. So Foster care has to take
over. Traumatic experiences for everyone again. With possibilities to invite the family to property with
professional care we can ... prevent.. this situation.

Brother 17 classic autism diagnosis. Father passes away. Mother is in grief. Other children 12, 10 and 8 yrs
old. Brother became aggressive (due to misunderstanding) needs to live out of the house. Caretakers
don't trust the parenting skills of the mother. The youngest children have to live in other places.
(Fostercare)

TARGET GROUP APPROACH

QUALITY ASSURANCE - CARE FOR QUALITY

WORKSHOPS / ACTIVITIES

Activities Plutolaan
walk-in coffee
digital consulting hour
solidarity dinners and iftars
workshops and training

- colourful coaching
- DRIVE - intercultural sensitivity
- Training Reporting Code Domestic Violence &
Child Abuse
- basic training in intercultural assistance
- First aid course
- Ramadan activities

FOOD BANK & CHILD TOY BOXES DISTRIBUTION

This project, immediately effective from the
emergency measures begun in March 2020,
provided additional basic necessities, muchneeded practical guidance and support with the
immediate environment to refugees, vulnerable
youth, young people, parents and the elderly.

With this application, 300 vulnerable households
were reached and provided with food and game
packages and guidance.

OUR ANONYMOUS COMMUNITY APP UMMAH CHAT

If something is bothering you, it's good to talk to
someone about it. That can be a relief. But there
isn't always someone around you can trust or has
the time to listen to you. Also, it can be difficult to
talk about your problems, even with someone you
know very well. You're not sure if that other person
takes you seriously or will keep your story a secret.
That's why it's nice that you can always talk to
Ummah Chat.

practical advice
professional help
personal care
completely anonymous youth chat ask your question to peers available 24 hours

You can talk about anything with Ummah Chat.

Whether it's something small or something big, a
question or a problem, private situation or just
something to share.

Employees of Ummah Chat have had extensive
training and are guided in their work. They do
everything they can to help young people as best
as possible on the phone, within the chat and the
other information on the website.

HOW IT WORKS

How can Ummah Chat best reach children and
young people? What should we say, or not say on
social media? How can we improve our channels
(call, chat, forum)?

The Youth Council is very involved in this, because
who better to advise than young people
themselves? Constructed from motivated boys
and girls between 12 - 17 years old, they work hard,
helping, advising and participating in what we are
trying to achieve: whether in discussion with the
director, receiving a cheque for funds raised at a
gala: these young people have a special place in
our team!

We listen very carefully to solutions to problems
you encounter, often new ideas evolve during
conversations. Sometimes you can't figure it out
with us, then we can point you to organisations or
people who can help you further.

Unfortunately, some things cannot be changes, as
when parents divorce, we can't change that - but it
can help to talk about it.

Sometimes a child needs immediate help. We
work together to see what is the best thing to do
and try our best to help, as fast as we can..

PLANNING

The SIZ Foundation wishes to intervene and help with the difficulties increasing waiting
lists create through offering proactive and positive interventions for multicultural, in
particular Muslim young people. In the next 4 years, the foundation aims to better the
circumstances for 600 children and young people.

To achieve this aim:
A. the organisation needs to stabilise and professionalize.
B. projects need to become increasingly sustainable and focused around the social
activation of women; especially easing emotional tensions in young people.
C. build more capacity for reception and guidance

Aug-Dec 2022

- Completion Fundraising + Acquisition Real Estate
- Campaign rollout
- Ummah Chat - national coverage

June- 2024
Completion of facilty renovation phase 1
Inventory renovation
Road Renovation

Jun -2026
Continuation of running projects
Completion of facilty renovation phase 2
availability of living areas, cooking units, sanitary
daytime activities, sports, relaxation area, office and meeting rooms
combination programme of daytime activities and lodging.

PLANNING

By 2024 the property must offer a reception capacity of 200 clients divided
about:
A. an orphanage for children up to and including 14 years of age,
B. 24-hour care for young people up to and including 26 years old.
C. location for daytime activities around the care farm
D. assisted living

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

Our board of directors, under the direct control of the Restricted Fund
Members of the Board, will be responsible for

Donors may wish to donate to a specific project, such

financial management and maintaining the fund

as the internal school or senior citizen care, or to a

bank accounts.

specific area within a project, such as the clothing or
medical requirements at the orphanage. In this case

Two fund bank accounts are operated, one for an

the contribution will be held in a Restricted Fund.

Unrestricted Fund and an additional one for

Income to the Restricted Fund will only be used for

Restricted Fund.

the specific project requested by the Donor. If the
situation arises that some projects are heavily over-

Funds Management

funded while others are terribly under-funded, then

The Foundation guarantees that all funds donated

the original Donors may be contacted and asked if

are used to support authorized projects or activities,

they are willing for their contribution to be re-

at grassroots level, as detailed in this Business Plan.

allocated to a different project.

Three funding methods will be open to donors, an

Child Sponsorship

unrestricted fund, a restricted fund and a Child

A sponsorship program will be established where

sponsorship fund.

Donors can become Sponsors of one or more children
at the Foundation.

Unrestricted Fund
Income to the Unrestricted Fund will be used to
finance any of the authorized projects and activities
as detailed in this Business Plan. The specific project
that receives support and the timing of the support
will be at the judgment of the board of directors.
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FINANCIAL REPORTING

The Foundation will maintain separate and proper

The Annual Report shall include the following :

books of account for each of the activities

§ Report of the Trustees

undertaken, in accordance with Generally Accepted

o Review of Activities

Accounting Principles.

o Review of Financial Statements
o Future Plans

Each of the Operational Units shall be required to

§ Financial Statements

prepare and submit monthly financial reports to the

o Balance Sheet

dirctors, who will undertake constant review and

o Income & Expenditure Statement

control of income and expenditure at the operation

o Cash Flow Statement

units.

o Independent Auditor's Report
o Notes to the Accounts

The accounts preparation and reporting structure

§ Appendices

will be as follows :

o Views of the Children & Members
o Photos

External Reporting
SIZ shall be responsible for the preparation and
submission of Annual Financial Reports to the Board
of Trustees at the Annual General Meeting.

Annual Reports shall then be available on request for
Donors and Members of the Foundation.
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CURRENT SITUATION REAL ESTATE

SIZ is acquiring the enclosed real-estate to establish
the first Islamic care facility orphanage concept in
the Netherlands. Holland is one of the pioneering
countries in this sector, where establishment of
Community Care Farms have developed.
Some farmers focussing primarily on agricultural
production and others more specifically on providing
care services. Care farms are increasingly open to a

LOCATION

diversity of participants. The sector has become

5 mins from city ring Groningen

professionalised with the establishment of strong

province of Groningen

regional organisations and a steady growth increase

Holland

in revenues, providing employment opportunities
and boosting the economy of rural areas.
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CURRENT SITUATION REAL ESTATE

311 m² housing facilities

72 m² mosque / prayer facilities

www.stichtingislamitischezorg.nl

CURRENT SITUATION REAL ESTATE

2.457 m² care farm

www.stichtingislamitischezorg.nl

CURRENT SITUATION REAL ESTATE

75,336 m² plot
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RENOVATION PLAN CARE FACILTY'S DORMITORY

*indicative

MAIN FLOOR
FAMILY DORMS /

1ST FLOOR
WOMEN'S SECTION

capacity: 10 families

capacity: 14p

2ND FLOOR
MEN'S SECTION

capacity: 18p

The conceptual design is currently developped by AZAR Architects
Mohamed Arab (architect)
http://www.azararchitecten.nl/

www.stichtingislamitischezorg.nl

RENOVATION PLAN PRAYER FACILITY

*indicative

PRAYER FACILITY

capacity male prayer hall: 70p
female prayer hall 20p

The conceptual design is currently developped by AZAR Architects
Mohamed Arab (architect)
http://www.azararchitecten.nl/

www.fyousion.nl
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RENOVATION PLAN EMPLOYEES FACILITY

*indicative

EMPLOYEES FACILITY

capacity: 15p

*indicative

The conceptual design is currently developped by AZAR Architects
Mohamed Arab (architect)
http://www.azararchitecten.nl/

www.stichtingislamitischezorg.nl

PHASED RENOVATION

Current house: +/- 320 m2

Ground surrounding area: (total 7.53.36 ha) to

Future: minimum of 2 houses for 2 guest families

cultivate fruits and vegetables. Keeping animals

( being rented in normal amounts to the families ).

such as horses, sheep and cows. Volunteers to

Barns 30x 40 meter & 20 X 50 metres both will be

provide/help with caretaking of property &

rebuilt as living units for children . Some living

animals. Muslims living nearby can work

spaces for the professionals. For night shifts and /

voluntarily, where possible also paid.

or student stay. Separated boys/girls spaces..
Minimum of one large recreation space. We can
provide this for at least 20 children and most likely
more.

Outbuildings:
1. Church (current function) will remain its function
as a praying area
2.Teahouse with kitchen current function. Will be
rebuild as a tealounge where clients can work
under supervision of professionals. (also we invite
tourists to visit (dawah)
Both buildings can be rented for activities of the
(Islamic) community, including wedding location
congresses etc

www.stichtingislamitischezorg.nl

BUIDLING PERMIT FLOW CHART
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PARTNERS

